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Go over HW
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ALWAYS LOOK HERE FIRST!!!! 

THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE TELLS 

YOU WHAT THE GRAPH IS 

MEASURING!!! 



C



Matching in Groups
• Match the stories to the graphs!!!

• Call me over when you think they’re right.



Whiteboards!



Trends in the graphs?
For all questions, assume the y-axis is “Distance from 

home.”

 On this type of graph, what does a horizontal line mean?

 If one section of the graph is steeper than another, what does 

that mean?

 If the graph is decreasing, what does that mean?

 If the graph touches the x-axis, what does that mean?

The person is stopped.

The person is going faster.

The person is getting closer to home.

The person is at home.
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HOWEVER:

 All of this changes if the y-axis was 

labeled differently! Let’s look at some 

examples.



How would this graph look?
 Tom left his house, running at a fast, constant speed.
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Different y-axis labels
 “Tom went out for a walk with some friends. He 

suddenly realized he left his wallet behind. He ran home 

to get it and then had to run to catch up with the others.”
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Draw a graph:
 You leave home, walking at a slow constant rate. 

After a few blocks, you see a scary lion. You turn 

around and run straight home. 
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Homework
 Worksheet


